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The University of Western Australia is a part of the change
Thank you so much for everything you’ve put into Green Impact this year. We’re really proud of what
the program’s achieved, and hope you are too.
This document confirms your achievements this year, lets you know about the combined impact of
teams and updates you on what’s going on with Green Impact across Australasia and internationally.

Green Impact is global
Hundreds of UK
Students’ Unions,
Universities,
Colleges and
off-campus
organisations

12 Universities
in Australasia

Overall since Green Impact began

Organisations
have participated
in Green Impact
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455,029 285,338
Total actions
that have
been taken

Internationally

Australasia

377

12

28,980

1,898

853

157

28,531

6,349

Organisations implemented Green Impact

5 Universities in
Belgium and the
Netherlands

1,139

2020 Overview

Actions taken
as a direct result
of Green Impact

People engaged in sustainability & social justice issues

Students provided with training and development opportunities

Sustainability actions completed
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2020 in review
Since it’s inception in the UK over 12 years ago, Green Impact
has helped engage thousands of staff and students to create a
more sustainable campuses. It has enabled passionate staff to
find like-minded sustainability champions to help transform
campuses, and the amazing work of Green Impact teams has led
to positive results off-campus and in the curriculum too.
Whilst this award-winning program is well established in the UK
as a best practice model, 2020 was just the third year for ACTS’
delivery of Green Impact. The University of Western Australia
continues to play an integral role in setting Australasia on the
trajectory to achieve phenomenal program success in engaging
with both staff and students to help work towards a sustainable
future through Green Impact!
When Green Impact launched at The University of Western
Australia in June, the world was navigating unprecedented
challenges in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Whilst
anticipating significant challenges this year, our aim was to
continue provide a platform that connected people at The
University of Western Australia and throughout the Green
Impact community with the common goal of creating a better
world for all.
In response to the pandemic we quickly adapted the online
toolkit to highlight actions that could be undertaken from home,
encouraged teams to be as creative as possible with the actions
while following COVID safe practices, and introduced the new
#actsofconnection virtual engagement series to provide further
learning opportunities and connections to the Australasian
Green Impact community.
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Your engagement

14 active teams
were created

With 87 active
team members

Your average
team size is 6

Who engaged 403
colleagues

3
Teams collectively
completed 357
actions

262 actions
as a result of
Green Impact

Trained 6 student
auditors

Months the toolkit
was open

Your awards
We had an impressive variety of teams taking part this year. Some were
just beginning their sustainability journey, and we supported them to
gain bronze awards.
Others are leading the way, achieving the highest scores and innovating
how sustainability can be put into practice across different areas of the
university.

Achieved 7 WTB
(Working Towards
Bronze) awards

Achieved 8
bronze awards

Achieved 6
silver awards

Achieved 5
gold award
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Contributions to the SDGs
This year your toolkit was mapped against the United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). This
provides an opportunity to demonstrate how the
university contributes to action towards the
goals at a local level through Green Impact.
For each individual toolkit action, we mapped all of the
Goals that were potentially influenced by the outcomes
of that activity being completed. The icons for these
Goals were included in the online toolkit for each action,
providing a visual cue for participants and demonstrating
how their efforts contribute not just to environmental
sustainability, but to all the themes the SDGs cover,
including good health and wellbeing, equity and diversity,
quality education and peace and justice.
The number of times an SDG was listed against an action
in the toolkit is represented in the figures to the right.
The graph on the next page represents the potential of
Green Impact to support action towards the individual
Goals, as well as the actual outcomes as a result of team’s
efforts throughout this program year.
The potential figures are determined by multiplying the
total number of actions mapped against each Goal by the
number of active teams this year (ie. the outcome if all
active teams completed every single action in the toolkit).
The actual figures reflect the total number of actions
completed by participants this year and the Goals those
actions were mapped to.
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Toolkit actions mapped against the SDGs
SDGs linked to
actions completed
by teams in 2020

* Logarithmic scale

Potential SDGs linked to actions that could
have been completed in 2020 *Assumes all
active teams completed every toolkit action
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Program snapshot
Delivery year

Second

Launched

13 July 2020

Toolkit submission

21 October 2020

Audits

23 October 2020

Top 3 most popular actions
B003

Energy
The team has set up a ‘Lighting Switch
Off’ campaign, to encourage staff (and
students if applicable) to switch off lights
when rooms aren’t in use and at the end
of the day.

B001

Energy
The team has set up a ‘Computer Switch
Off’ Campaign.

B019

Health & Wellbeing
The department has at least one natural
pot plant per ten desk-based employees.

2020 Participant survey results
“[Green Impact] is a nice way of
making you think about things you
haven’t thought of before.”

Student Champion
Daniel Rodin
(Green Health)

Staff Champion
Brett Molony
(Deep Dive)

“Staff more inclined to discuss
sustainability issues as a result of
Green Impact. It makes sustainability
a conversation point.”
“Really impressed by the program,
because the team does not have to do
all of the tasks (which is challenging).”

Library’s 363.70525
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Program highlights

6 teams went plalking

2 teams have used

(picking up litter while

Whoosh for travel

walking)

9 teams have encouraged
colleagues to take their

9 teams have promoted

own eating/drinking items

soft plastic recycling

when buying drinks or a
meal

2 teams have been doing

6 teams have implemented

Meat Free Mondays

Green Impact at home
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Student auditors
Green Impact provided 6 students with training and
development opportunities as Student Auditors. This role not
only provides a fantastic opportunity to engage students in
Green Impact, it also us to verify the teams’ results and identify
examples where teams have been particularly creative and
innovative.

57%

are undertaking a Bachelors degree

28%

are studying Environmental sciences

part in auditing to improve things
100% took
and help other people

100% found the overall content of the training useful
57%

enjoyed the training being run virtually

that the training will have a positive impact
100% felt
on their employability

100%

mentioned that their understanding and knowledge
of sustainability in their day to day life has increased

“Showed great initiative despite being a small team
during COVID. I was impressed by the fact that
they brought awareness to soft plastic recycling,
which is a topic not frequently discussed.”
“I love the initiatives of Meat-Free-Mondays, the
sustainability book display and green office spaces!
It’s great to see staff taking sustainability measures at
work and at home. Reid Library definitely looks greener,
friendlier and more socially conscious which really
enhances the experience of staff. I would love to see
all of this expanded to student spaces one day!
“I have thoroughly enjoyed the experience of speaking to
the teams. One of things I was impressed by were all the
different initiatives to recycle unique single use items such
as batteries, coffee pods (which are recycled by florists!).”
“It’s great to see the steps to embed sustainability
into UWA being made through your involvement with
Green Impact! We know this year has been difficult which
makes the improvements all the more impressive.”
“It’s really reinforced the need for positive feedback
and not just shaming, as well as the multidimensional
nature of sustainability.” (Auditor regarding the training)

Green Impact has trained over 6000 students across the global program.
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Thank you for participating in 2020 Green Impact.
We look forward to working with you in 2021!

For more information and case studies, visit greenimpact.acts.asn.au or contact green.impact@acts.asn.au
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